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Why should
you spend
more time in
nature?

Isaac Agnew

Mental health has been
a poignant topic
circulating in public
discussion recently.
Mostly due to the
recent COVID surge in
cases and the
subsequent lengthy
lockdowns. It has been
a tough time for all
those affected. A
worthy antidote to this
collective shift in
serotonin and an
increasingly
undervalued one, is
immersing oneself in
nature. 

Young people's lack of
time spent in nature
has become endemic
within rich developed
nations, where children
have access to an array
of electronic devices at
their fingertips,
spending an average of
7 hours in front of a
screen. Teenagers
would rather spend
their time gaming or
scrolling social media
than participating in
outdoor recreation like
going for a walk, swim,
run, or even socialising. 

N A T U R E  I M P R O V E S
Y O U R  M E N T A L ,
P H Y S I C A L  A N D
S P I R I T U A L  H E A L T H .
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To counteract this, and to improve
your mental and physical health,
nature is a worthy antidote.

The relatively recent global trend
in an increase in inside time and a
decrease in time spent outside has
been so prevalent that the name
‘Nature Deficit Disorder’ has been
coined to describe.
And while this is mostly symbolic in its
purpose, this supposed disorder is
strikingly apparent amongst a majority
of teenagers. There is not a great deal
of data on the amount Australians
spend inside and outside, however
Australian children are believed to
have similar screen time ratio to
outdoor recreation habits to American
children, who spend an average of 4-7
minutes on outdoor activities and over
7 hours a day in front of a screen. This
has significant side effects on the
collective mental and physical health
of youth, which can be observed in the
statistical increases in anxiety and
depression amongst teens. In general,
almost 1 in 5 people in Australia aged
18-24 report their mental health as
being ‘poor’, additionally with 33%
reporting it as ‘fair’. A distinct 

correlation can be drawn between
the rise in poor mental wellbeing
among youth and an increase
inside in front of screens, and has
been proved that there is a ‘link
between too much screen time and
poor mental health outcomes for
young people'. Additionally, it has
also been found that a recent
review of up to 186 studies has
found that ‘spending time in nature
or "green time" was associated with
positive mental health outcomes.’
And that ‘some of the negative
associations with high amounts of
screen time could be offset by extra
time spent playing outside and in
nature.’ The evidence is clear,
spending time outdoors and in
nature pays dividends. Living in
Sydney which is surrounded by
numerous city and national parks,
beaches, rivers, lakes, hiking trails,
and camping grounds gives you a
big leg up in finding the right
outdoor activities for you.

Sydney’s public transport offers
routes up to Newcastle, all the way
across to Bathurst and down to
Kiama at an affordable price, so
there is really no excuse for not
getting out and exploring Sydney’s
outdoor attractions on offer. With
the Royal National Park, world
heritage-listed Blue Mountains,
Hawkesbury River, as well as the
countless stunning beaches there is
plenty to explore.
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T H E  U N P R E C E D E N T E D
T I M E S  W E  F A C E D

LIANA SHEN

On the 31 December 2019, the World Health
Organisation was informed of mysterious
pneumonia cases in Wuhan, China. Then,

everything went out of control. Country after
country was affected by this mysterious virus.

Deaths were coming out of them. Countries went
into lockdown. Australia went into lockdown. Every
Australian was stuck in their homes. Individually, it

has affected everyone in different ways. Some
people were not able to work remotely, some

people were at risk of falling into extreme poverty,
some parents had to homeschool their children,
some people were worried about debt and their

income. For us, the Tempe High School
community, we all shifted to remote learning and

adapting it was a challenge at first but the
resilience of students and teachers in overcoming

the difficulties of online learning allowed us to
thrive during this unprecedented time. The

pandemic and lockdowns have changed the
normality and structure of our daily lives.

 
Photos by Liana Shen
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Constant lockdowns and further restrictions have

affected everyone differently depending on many

factors. Most importantly,  it has affected our

mental health. Bereavement because of being

restricted or not allowed to visit loved ones before

they died, isolation, loss of income and fear are

triggering mental conditions or exacerbating

existing ones. Many people, especially children,

have likely experienced loneliness during

lockdowns and in particular,  been affected by lack

of physical contact with their friends, families and

peers, and the boredom and frustration associated

with a loss of all  the activities they have been used

to taking part in. However, this was solved with the

use of video calls.  Video calls were helpful in

having interactions remotely, whether they live

nearby, in another state or territory or even

overseas, and recreational activities were also done

in this way. For me, I  craved physical interactions

since I wasn’t the type to message people

constantly and didn’t l ike video calls too much.

With video calls taking over most lives now, I  had

to change my perspective of it and even though it

wasn’t exactly the same, I  could at least hear

people’s voices even if they did or did not have

their cameras on during online learning, friend

calls and tutoring classes.

When lockdown officially started on 31 March 2020 in
NSW, many precautions were made such as 1.5m social
distancing and not allowing us to leave our homes
unless it was a ‘reasonable excuse’ like shopping for
groceries, exercise and going for a COVID test. Essential
workers were frequently attacked and overworked in
these unprecedented times for most of us, panic
buying was happening, work was done at home, video
calls became a norm, borders closed and travel was
limited with roads and streets becoming empty. Online
shopping and food deliveries became increasingly
popular during the pandemic with a 44% increase in
customers shopping online around the world in 2020.
Screen life took hold with 44% of people under the age
of 18 now reporting four hours or more of screen time
per day – up from 21% before the pandemic due to
students being mostly at home, chatting with friends
online and doing online learning through meetings on
Zoom and classwork on Google Classroom. From my
experience, I had a lot of trouble keeping my
motivation up to do my classwork due to having no
interaction with my friends and I was constantly taking
breaks instead of sticking to a schedule. Panic buying for toilet paper at Coles before

lockdown happened in early 2020

My English tutoring class online in early
2020

 
 

Photos by Liana Shen
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Within NSW, we constantly had a routine of being in and out of lockdown, with more or fewer
restrictions. This confused me a lot as I didn’t want to do any wrongdoing, especially on trains
when I go to school or somewhere else. Normality was slowly coming back to our lives but the
routine kept on ruining holiday plans, going out to places far away and interstate travel. Even

with the NSW government giving out Dine & Discover vouchers to support businesses affected
by the pandemic, no one knew when restrictions or lockdown were going to come in. For

example, during the Christmas period, my family and I were originally going to a family friend’s
house, who loved in the Northern Beaches, for a Christmas barbecue with other family friends
but couldn’t go because of the lockdown there. I was very upset about that since I loved going
to their house to play Monopoly Super Electronic Banking, Mafia and Cards against Humanity,

go shopping at Westfield near there and watch Netflix.
 

However, not all bad things happened during the pandemic. One, it allowed us to be more
connected. With messaging and video calls taking over our lives, it allows us to have a good

conversation with others and to put less pressure and stress on us whether we feel lonely or we
are not learning enough from school. This does not apply to everyone as I was stressing a lot
about submitting my work on time without being chased after by teachers. Two, there were

online events and activities. With businesses and entertainment industries being greatly
affected by the pandemic, everything was moved online and this allowed more people to

access it that would usually involve travelling in normal life. Museums and art galleries started
online tours, there were live-streamed concerts from around the world, online courses have all

opened up, religious services were being shared online so people remained part of their
spiritual community and many disability peer groups used the time to set up online networks.
Three, it prioritised our family and friends. Lockdown has allowed us to appreciate the family
members and friends who’ve been there for us during this tough time, and that long after the
coronavirus dies down, it’s this group that we want to catch up with physically. I know that my

dad has constantly been messaging and video calling my relatives on WeChat even though I
sometimes find it annoying how loud he is. Last but not least, we can do what we love more.
Even if we learnt something new during the lockdown, we had more time to enjoy what we
love most. Whether spending time with family or learning or doing existing hobbies, it has

surely allowed us to occupy ourselves at home.

 

 
Lockdown and restrictions coming in and out has made me sad about ruining plans I had

made beforehand 

Photo by  Liana Shen
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With more people getting vaccinated with Pfizer, AstraZeneca or Moderna
vaccines, lockdowns were over and restrictions started to ease, particularly
for those who are fully vaccinated. The recent COVID outbreak in NSW, as

well as Victoria, was a wake-up call on how infectious the new Delta variant
is. Currently, 76.2% of people aged 16 or over are fully vaccinated in Australia

and 86.5% of people aged 16 or over are fully vaccinated in NSW. For the
76.2% of people fully vaccinated, we are slowly going back to our daily lives.

However, this gives us the time to reflect on our perspectives of the
pandemic, lockdown and restrictions. From December 2019 when we were
either concerned about this mysterious virus or thought it would be gone
soon to 2020 when countries closed borders and placed restrictions and

lockdowns on everyone to 2021 when everything is going back to normal due
to people getting vaccinated, this has changed the way we lived before. Even
though COVID still exists, together, we can overcome this adversity if we still

follow the restrictions and continue to get vaccinated. 

 

Now most of us can do what we love to do outdoors
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THE BEAUTY AND BEAST IN
GRAFFITI 

   hen you hear "graffiti", you might think of messy

scribbles on walls and destruction of property, or you

might think of giant murals on the sides of buildings.

Either way, many people tend to have strong opinions on

the subject, on whether it is an important art form for the

expression of feelings and culture, or if it’s merely a way

of destroying property. Living in the inner west, we are

exposed to an explosion of colourful works of art that

play an important role in shaping our culture. This article

intends to discuss both sides of this argument and

provide insight into the mind of a graffiti artist and its

cultural impact.

W

ZOë MCKINNON

What is Graffiti?
Graffiti is defined as markings, often illegal, in a public

place used to communicate ideas, social and political

perspectives and humour, as an outlet for emotion, as

an act of rebellion against authorities or in boredom. It

is most often done by teenagers or young adults who

are beginning to criticise society or are looking to

explore their freedom against their parents, but it can

also be done by artists looking to share their works

with the world.

The Cambridge Dictionary
defines graffiti as “words or

drawings, especially humorous,
rude, or political, on walls,

doors, etc. in public places” and
Brittanica defines graffiti as “[a]
form of visual communication,

usually illegal, involving the
unauthorized marking of public

space by an individual or group.”
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Types of Graffiti

Tagging is the most common form of graffiti,

likely as it is the fastest. It involves the artist

writing a nickname or other mark similar to a

signature. Often it is done with a permanent

marker or single colour or spray-paint.

Tags

Throw Ups are another form of tagging, but

more detailed and larger. They are commonly

done in a bubble font and with bright and

more diverse colours with spray- paint.

Throw UpS 

Heaven graffiti can be any style, the key being

that the location is a very hard to reach

location such as the sides of tall buildings,

undersides of bridges, etc. It is often praised

by the graffiti community and is therefore

often done to gain credibility from peers.

However this form of graffiti is incredibly

dangerous and has led to many deaths and

injuries.

Heaven Spot

Stencil graffiti involves spray painting over a

sheet of paper with shapes cut into it to create

art pieces on walls. It has gained popularity

after the street artist known as “Banksy” who

uses stencil art became a well known figure.

Stencil art can also be favourable as the same

image can be created multiple times.

Stencil

A piece, short for masterpiece, is typically the

most socially accepted form of graffiti as it is

the closest graffiti to traditional art and often

can be mistaken for legal street art. A piece

usually consists of more than three colours

and is done free hand.

Piece
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Street Art vs Graffiti
The main and most defining difference between street art and graffiti is that street art is done with

permission, given by property owners or the government. Graffiti is most often words while street

art usually depicts images, however it can go either way. Street art is also much more defined and

detailed as the artists can take their time rather than rushing to avoid being caught. 

Street art vs High culture
As with most things, graffiti has both a positive and negative impact on a society. On one hand,

some kinds of graffiti such as tags and throw ups can be seen as an indicator of the poor

management of the area and lack of law enforcement. It can also make a city look messy and

unkempt. But on the other hand, detailed and artistic graffiti such as pieces can bring colour and

character to a town. It can also form a picture of the area’s political and social views, helping form

the identity of the community or giving members an outlet to express their concerns for current

issues. This creates a strong divide between those in favour and against graffiti, characteristically

between the younger and older generations.

The morality and beauty of graffiti has been debated for

many years, especially in the recent century as access to

materials has become much more widespread. Whether or

not you think that graffiti is something to be celebrated or

condemned, it’s important to remember both perspectives

and understand where each is coming from.

All photographs and digital editing  by Zoë McKinnon 
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    dream is a very mysterious thing, scientists are
so far at a loss to totally explain the reason for why  
dreams exists. Research indicates that a human
actually has four to six dreams a day.  Even if you
do not realize you are dreaming the power of
dreaming can still reach your consciousness. For
this reasons some people keep a dream journal. 

A

What is Dream?What is Dream?

Dreams are hallucinations that occur during certain stages of sleep. They’re
strongest during REM sleep, or the rapid eye movement stage, when you may
be less likely to recall your dream. Much is known about the role of sleep in
regulating our metabolism, blood pressure, brain function, and other aspects
of health. Dreams are basically stories and images that our mind creates while
we sleep, the emotional centres of the brain trigger dreams. They can be vivid.
During a typical lifespan, a person spends a total of about six years dreaming.
Most dreams last only 5 to 20 minutes.

Why dream?

Before human civilization was across the whole world, our ancestors lived
in the woods, or out in nature. They can be in danger from nature at any
time, to avoid dangerous as much as they can, humans constantly
imagine the danger that is might encounter while in dreaming. Nowadays 

 

K E V I N  Z H A N G

 

Photo by: Kevin Zhang

Photo by: Kevin Zhang

people always receive a lot of messages that
are unconscious ; these may include tactual,
visual, gustatory, and acoustical. Those
unconscious messages around you will be
recorded by our brain when you are asleep at
night our brain is sorting out scraps of
messages and memories.  In this process,
your brain will produce a lot of fragments to us
to allow us to understand the sensations in the
dream. It is quite similar to watching a cartoon
or film. This is DREAM STATE. 
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Sigmund Freud
(Sigmund Freud was an Austrian
neurologist and the founder of

psychoanalysis, a clinical method for
treating psychopathology through
dialogue between a patient and a

psychoanalyst. )

 
 

Freud developed a topographical model of the
mind, whereby he described the features of the
mind’s structure and function. Freud used the
analogy of an iceberg to describe the three

levels of the mind.
 

The unconscious mind
 

The conscious. The small amount of
mental activity we know about.

The sunconscious. Things we could
be aware of if we wanted ot tried

The unconscious. Things we are
unaware of and can not become

aware of.

Though there’s no definitive proof, dreams are
usually autobiographical thoughts based on your
recent activities, conversations, sensorial of the

world around you or other issues in your life.
However, there are some popular theories on the

role of dreams.

 
 

On the surface is consciousness, which consists of those thoughts that are the
focus of our attention now, and this is seen as the tip of the iceberg. The
preconscious consists of all which can be retrieved from memory. Like an
iceberg, the most important part of the mind is the part you cannot see. For
example, Freud (1915) found that some events and desires were often too
frightening or painful for his patients to acknowledge, and believed such
information was locked away in the unconscious mind. This can happen through
the process of repression. 
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Different types dreams

 

False awakenings
False awakenings are a type of dream occurrence where a

person believes they’ve woken up but actually they have not. If
you’ve ever found yourself dreaming that you woke up, but it

was actually a part of the dream, this is a false awakening.
False awakenings have been noted to occur alongside lucid

dreams and sleep paralysis.
 

Prophetic dreams
Prophetic dreams are thought to be dreams

that have foretold a future event. If you dream
of something happening and then it occurs
later, you may feel you’ve had a prophetic

dream. However, There’s no real way to tell if a
dream is prophetic or not. A prophetic dream is
just your subconscious anticipating a particular
outcome and having you dream it to prepare.

 
 

Lucid dreams
Lucid dreams are the most interesting dreams. Lucid dreaming means
you’re aware that you’re dreaming while you’re in the dream state. Like

most dreams, it often happens during REM sleep. Dreams generally occur
only when all reason is suppressed, but there are occasional exceptions.
Here are a few cases in which immature consciousness is not completely

suppressed

 

Photo by: Kevin Zhang
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LIFE OUT THERE: WHERE IS
EVERYBODY?

Aaditya Sivarajah and Vishnu
Sivamogga

Are we humans alone in the
universe? Or is there, lost in the
immensity of our cosmos, an
intelligent being looking up at the
sky and asking the same question? 
The answers to such questions were
once buried deep within the
concepts of theology and
speculative science fiction and were
once considered to be out of reach
of humanity’s wildest dreams. But
today for the very first time in
human history, huge leaps in
technology have allowed us to see
what our predecessors could not,
and turn what was once a dream
into an active scientific pursuit of
the truth. 

As a school community being thrust
into a future of technology, science
and innovation, it has never been
more important for us to know of our
place in the universe, and let our
curiosity of the world around us drive
our quest for the truth of
extraterrestrial existence.
 
So. Let’s hit the maths. With our
technology, we can predict that
there are at least 4.1 billion sun-like
stars in our galaxy and at least 1
billion stars with a habitable Earth-
like planet. Out of these, it is
predicted that at least 100000
would have developed intelligent life
just like us, and any civilisation with
any modest rocket power and the
not-so-modest want to colonise the
galaxy should have reached earth by
now. 

O U R  B E S T  T H E O R I E S
A B O U T  H U M A N I T Y ' S
B I G G E S T  Q U E S T I O N
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1) Aliens never came because of a physical difficulty
that makes space travel infeasible, which could be
related to astronomy, biology or engineering. This
could mean that long-distance travel in space is
physically impossible for us life forms.

SO WHERE IS EVERYBODY!???

This is the Fermi paradox, the lack of evidence of
alien life in contradiction to the overwhelming
statistics. Luckily, with our growing collection of data
on exoplanets(planets outside the solar system) and
our knowledge of astrobiology, we have numerous
solutions to this puzzle. 

2) Aliens chose never to come to Earth. After all,
we’re nothing but a pale blue dot, orbiting a small,
unnoticeable star with technology nowhere near as
complicated as to what future civilizations could
achieve.

3) Advanced civilizations arose too recently for aliens
to reach us. Space has a speed limit after all,
lightspeed - at 300,000 km/s. The distant messages
from other civilizations that are sent across the
emptiness of space might just have not reached us
yet.

4) Aliens have visited Earth in the past, but we have
not observed them.

 

So there we have it. A promise - that one day,
humans will be far beyond what they are now. A
promise of hope for someone to find our pale, blue
dot floating lost among the timeless beauty of the
cosmos. And for us students in Tempe High School
with our entire future ahead of us, who knows,
maybe one day we’ll have a single, definite sign
that something out there, watching and waiting
for us to find them!

Despite these various solutions to the Fermi
paradox, a widely popular and intriguing one is
the Great Filter. The Great Filter refers to a
challenge or a natural barrier that prevents
civilisations from advancing and eventually
becoming an interplanetary species. This filter
could be a biological, social or psychological
barrier. But we don't know what for sure.

Proposed by physicist Enrico Fermi, there are two
scenarios to this theory. The first one is that we
have surpassed this filter, meaning that we are
extremely lucky and have crossed a step that
would otherwise be considered impossible to
overcome anywhere else in space. For example,
life itself could be exceedingly rare to eventuate,
with Earth being the only planet in the universe
to sustain life. Another example of a pre-filter
could be an evolutionary breakthrough; maybe
intelligent life is very rare, or maybe the number
of extinction events wiped out life before it could
develop and take control over their environment,
like us.

Alternatively, and much more scarily, the filter
could be ahead of us. This means that many other
alien civilisations have died already and we as a
human species are also heading to this fateful
outcome. Though we do not know what this filter
entails, we do know it has to be something so
devastating that all advanced life in the universe
can discover it, leading to their ultimate demise. A
likely candidate for this may be self-destruction
by technology -  this may include nuclear warfare,
global warming, A.I turning on its creators, etc.  
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Just imagine the scene of Earth 
200 years later; no, probably even just 
100 or 50 years later, what would the 
world look like? 

Just dispose of the ideas of other fac-
tors like an apocalypse, natural disaster and 
climate change, etc. Think of the technology, 
what would it look like? I’m sure now inside your 
brain you would have pictures of skyscrapers 
with robots everywhere, smart technologies 
all-around your life. For this to happen, Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) is a gigantic factor that will 
make this happen. Well, what about Artificial 
Intelligence that has such a big importance on 
the advancement of technology?

Artificial Intelligence is the combination of 
computer science and computer engineering to 
create a computer program that contains smart 
algorithms and memory functions—which could 
be compared with human intelligence. They are 
programmed to mimic the way humans think, 
act, learn, problem-solve, etc. They also eventu-
ally learn as they work. One big example of an 
AI that outsmarted humans is AlphaGo. Alpha-

AI, Friend or Enemy?
Go is an AI computer program that plays Go (it 
is a strategy board game), it uses smart algo-
rithms and previous experiences to find out the 
best spot to move next. Since it was introduced, 
it has won against many national champions 
by many points. This AI program shows us the 
importance and usefulness of AI.

Nowadays, luckily, AI does not have any 
consciousness, which means they don’t think or 
act by themselves, they listen to goals settled 
by humans. They solve the problems by pro-
cessing the information given through the smart 
algorithms, information on the web, their memo-
ry and what they have learned themselves after 
time. Many computer scientists are trying to 
give AI consciousness, so they can be more in-
telligent and solve more complicated problems. 
This is to make our life easier, but on the other 
hand, if AI obtained its own consciousness, it 
might become hard to control, and eventually, 
it will be able to outsmart humans and turn into 
a civilisation above humanity. This is the big-
gest problem with Artificial Intelligence. Despite 
that, there are also many other problems that 
AI will bring to us if it is massively introduced           
into our society.

William Lu
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To me, AI is just like money. Money is thought to be evil. The reason 
for this is that it makes many people very tired and exhausted just to get 
these papers while rich people can access better things without trying that 
hard. Basically, money is thought to be evil since it makes many people’s 
lives nasty, but money is just a sheet of paper with a number on it. They 
don’t even really worth before humans added a value on it, it only became 
“evil” because of the desire and greed of humans. Ai is just the same, it is 
just a tool, whether it is bad or good to humans just really depends on indi-

viduals.

“I’m more frightened than interested by artificial intelligence - in 
fact, perhaps fright and interest are not far away from one another. 

Things can become real in your mind, you can be tricked, and you be-
lieve things you wouldn’t ordinarily. A world run by automatons doesn’t 
seem completely unrealistic anymore. It’s a bit chilling.”

—Gemma Whelan

William Lu

Image Taken and Photoshoped By William Lu
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Negative impact of AI upon Society 

Let’s take a bet, I bet you have either 
watched a movie or read a book before 
about robots or computers becoming too 
strong and have overruled humanity and 
humans are set in great danger. This is the 
biggest fear in people’s minds that AI will 
control humans if it gets too smart. As AI 
gets its own consciousness, they will be-
come a civilization that is above humanity: 
Creatures with steel bodies, not needing 
to produce waste, take in food, and don’t 
need to sleep, has now gained its own 
consciousness and can think by themselves 
and learn as they go, which also contain 
smart algorithms which can solve the prob-
lems in a flash. Let’s think about this, we 
harvest animals because they are consid-
ered to have no-intelligence and are less 
important than humans. This makes us feel 
okay to kill them for our needs. What would 
happen if AI gained its own consciousness 
and considered us humans the same way 
we consider animals?

While AI gaining consciousness is a great 
threat that many people have been pan-
icking for years, there are also many other 
problems we will face with the progression 
of AI. While our minds have been attracted 
to the consciousness of AI, let’s talk about 
the dangers of AI without consciousness. 
Since AI nowadays cannot think, it causes 
many unwanted troubles. Firstly, AI might 
achieve a goal in a dangerous way, the way 
that AI tries to go for a goal without any 
thinking, they might do damage to our prop-
erty or humans to achieve a certain goal. 
For example, the sentence of the instruction 
might be a pun or confuse the AI, which 
may cause unexpected things to happen. 

“The development of full artificial intelli-
gence could spell the end of the human 
race….It would take off on its own, and 
re-design itself at an ever increasing 
rate. Humans, who are limited by slow 
biological evolution, couldn’t compete, 
and would be superseded.”

— Stephen Hawking

Other problems are a lack of out-of-box thinking 
where they aren’t flexible enough to take shortcuts 
on certain things, unlike humans. Therefore, many 
troubles might be caused that might be big enough 
to treat our life or down to offend humans. Some 
examples that are made by AIs are self-driving Uber 
turning at a red light, Google’s smart photo tagged 
two black-skinned people as ‘Gorillas’, Microsoft 
chatbot making offensive comments like “Hitler’s 
right”, etc. These are just the small issues made 
by AI, what happens when AI makes a mistake for 
really important jobs?

We’ve looked at the problems mainly about the 
consciousness of AI. Now let’s look at the effects 
on humans and how human society would self-de-
struct because of the creation of Artificial Intelli-
gence. The existence of AI will create many social 
problems. According to experts, 6 million jobs are 

going to disappear because of AI. 
This is due to the accuracy and 
speed of AI-POWERED machines 
compared to humans. We will talk 
more about it when we get to have 
a positive impact upon society. 
AI taking jobs also causes many 
problems, one of the main ones 
is the economy. Since AI does not 
need to get paid, and they work 
quickly and precisely, but humans 
need salary and wages and work 
at a slower speed, so many people 
would lose their jobs. This causes 
only the bosses to earn money 
while the expelled workers will not 
get paid and will eventually run 
out of money. This will cause more 
and more poor people all over the 
world. The wealth gap between 
the rich and the poor will also be 
further extended, the wealthy peo-
ple will get access to the newest 
AI technology to make life comfort-
able while the poor cannot afford 
to get access. Other than money, 
AI also makes humans lazier. 
Since AI can do many things, peo-
ple will get lazier and lazier over 
time. Therefore, if AI can’t help us 
or suddenly disappears, we won’t 
be able to do many things. The 
other problem I have considered 
is that I’m afraid of many studies 
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in different areas disappearing. Since AI 
is able to do many studies by just ac-
cessing the internet and doing things in a 
flash, which have a great advantage over 
people, the only type of job and subject 
we can choose will be computer science 
and coding, which is to program AI. AI 
can also be misused by people with bad 
intentions. Hackers can be able to hack 
into your AI and steal your privacy or 
information. They could also change the 
aim of AI to change what they do. Let me 
tell you a horrifying truth: In 2018, over 
2.5 billion accounts were hacked. That is 
about 6.85 million each day or 158 per 
second. Shocked? Amazed? Terrified? 
And that was the statistic back in 2018. 
Well, what happens if AI is introduced to 
our everyday life and they get hacked? 

Image Photoshoped By William Lu

Digital Illustration by William Lu

Would you live every day like normal without feel-
ing scared that there might be a sneaky mouse 
watching you and knowing your information?
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Positve Impact of AI Upon Society

You may have a question in your mind as you 
read through: If artificial intelligence is not 
yet smarter than humans, and there are so 
many negative impacts of AI on our society, 
why don’t we just not invent it instead? We 
humans could do things better. If you’re think-
ing that, then you’re wrong. AI can be really 
helpful in many ways, up to saving people’s 
lives, down to cleaning our rooms. AI has 
created a big difference in many ways of our 
life, just like how Fei-Fei Li, Computer Science 
Professor at Stanford, once said: “I imag-
ine a world in which AI is going to make us 
work more productively, live longer, and have 
cleaner energy.” AI can do many little or huge 
things that we humans cannot do. One major 
area where AI can make a big difference is in 
medicine. According to an expert, part of the 
National Academy found out that 44000 to 
98000 Americans die each year
due to medical errors. If these surgeries are 
held by AI surgery machines, they can do 
cuts, closing, and choices more quickly and 
concisely compared to a human doctor, which 
can prevent or minimize death caused by 
medical errors. Other than that, AI can also 
do many dangerous tasks that we humans 
cannot do; like exploring other planets, where 
AI machines won’t really get damaged, but 
humans could get hurt from extreme tempera-
tures, acid rain, etc. There are also many oth-
er positive things about AI: They are available 
24/7 because they don’t need to rest. They 
also produce minimal waste. They Increase 
Economics (GDP). Last but not least, they 

also contribute a lot to developing our societies. 
However, even though AI helps us humans in 
many ways, the benefit of the AI could not com-
pete with the problem it brings.

“Our intelligence is what makes us human, 
and AI is an extension of that quality. Artificial 
intelligence is extending what we can do with 
our abilities. In this way, it’s letting us become 
more human.”

Yann LeCun Professor, New York University
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In my personal opinion, I believe that AI is definitely a great invention that will absolute-
ly increase our living standards by an immense amount, but the thing is, The benefits of 
AI are nowhere comparable to the problems. So we really need to work on the issues 
that they bring while we enjoy the conveniences they bring. Or else, the problem that it 
brings really outweighs the benefits and I believe that no one wants to see these bad 
things occur to any of us. Therefore we need to add security systems to the AI technol-
ogy while we progress so it is in control of our hands, well, I mean the good people’s 

hands.

Image From Scientific American Blog
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ARE WE THE CAUSE OF 
OUR OWN EXTINCTION?
THE EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING ON OUR EARTH

The beginning of humanity?s impacts on Global WarmingThe beginning of humanity?s impacts on Global Warming

Earth has existed for billions of years spanning back to around 4.54 billion years ago. 
Throughout this time, Earth has cooled and warmed several times due to natural factors 
such as receiving less sunlight due to shifts in the orbit or volcanic eruptions causing 
internal variability. However, throughout the past century a new factor has risen which 
is rapidly changing the Earth?s temperature: humanity. Throughout the vast history of 
humanity, there have been minimal changes made to Earth?s temperature as a result of 
human activity. 

 Areeb Aman and Zack Cui Areeb Aman and Zack Cui

ARE WE THE CAUSE OF 
OUR OWN EXTINCTION?
THE EFFECTS OF GLOBAL WARMING ON OUR EARTH

However, this all changed due to one 
specific event which has shaped our 
modern society: the Industrial 
Revolution. During this time period, 
there was a rapid succession in the 
automation industry. Everything 
became automated and with this 
development came a slight problem; 
an incredibly high requirement for 
energy. Additionally,  another 
revolutionary breakthrough which 
greatly factors into the Industrial 
Revolution was the use of coal to 
generate electricity. Coal was heavily 
mined when humans first discovered 
that it can be used as a fuel. This 
began a long and strenuous 
relationship between humans and the 
misuse of fossil fuels which has had 
drastic consequences on the 
environment.   

Photo by Areeb Aman
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The current status of global warming  The current status of global warming
A recent study conducted by NASA?s climate change department determined that global 
temperatures will continue to rise depending on the amount of greenhouse gasses 
produced by human activities every year. Every day, human activities emit significant 
amounts of greenhouse gases into the environment, most of which are through the 
interactions between humans and machinery. Fossil fuels are the largest source of carbon 
dioxide and accounts for around three-quarters of the current greenhouse-gas emissions. 
Automobiles, machinery and anything which requires the burning of fossil fuels 
automatically adds to the greenhouse gas emissions which further contributes to rising 
temperatures. Additionally, methane emissions account for around 14% of the greenhouse 
gas emissions. Methane is commonly released through agricultural practices such as 
deforestation, rotational grazing and back-burning. When trees are cut and plants are 
eaten, methane is released into the atmosphere because it is absorbed through the roots 
of trees.

 Areeb Aman and Zack Cui

According to NASA?s 
climate change 
department,?the 
Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change 
(IPCC), which includes 
more than 1,300 
scientists from the 
United States and other 
countries, forecasts a 
temperature rise of 2.5 
to 10 degrees 
Fahrenheit over the next 
century?. If humanity 
cannot reduce our 
greenhouse gas 
emissions in the 
following years, 
situations will continue 
to worsen and climate 
change would eventually 
devour the world.

Digital illustration: Areeb Aman28



Activism raises our collective awareness

The impact of climate change is so devastating to the extent where many activists 
around the world are attempting to spread awareness of climate change. An example of 
this is the famous and renowned activist, Greta Thunberg; famous for her immense 
contribution to spreading awareness of climate change through her activism. She had 
identif ied the issues of the climate and acted upon them in 2018 at the age of 15, where 
she stood outside the Swedish parliament and protested against the carbon emissions, 
holding a sign saying ?School strike for Climate?. This act inspired countless people 
across the globe, inspiring other young people to start their own climate strikes. A year 
later, she had more than 20,000 students supporting her and protesting for the ?change? 
of climate change. During that year, she received the first of three Nobel Peace Prize 
nominations for climate activism. 

Street Mural by Jody Thomas

Illustration by Zack Cui

IS THERE HOPE FOR 
HUMANITY?

IS THERE HOPE FOR 
HUMANITY?

Activism raises our collective awareness

Furthermore, at the United Nations climate 
conference in 2019, Greta Thunberg?s 
determination for change is additionally 
emphasised through her actions during this 
time. She sailed across the Atlantic on a 
yacht to attend the UN climate conference, 
where she angrily snapped at the world 
leaders, ?You all come to us young people 
for hope. How dare you? You have stolen 
my dreams and childhood with your empty 
words?. This line of declaration symbolised 
the hopes and dreams of the young 
students that were affected by the immense 
changes to the world. Her unbreakable 
stance during the conference gave many 
people hope that climate change can be 
stopped. 
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Activism raises our collective awareness

Tempe High School?s opinion on global warming 
(Vox Pop) 
Tempe High School?s opinion on global warming 
(Vox Pop) 

Within our very own Tempe High School, climate change is taken very seriously and 
both students and staff follow strict policies regarding littering and recycling. Every 
term, students and staff members of Tempe High participate in the climate strikes 
to make an effort to change the government's views on climate change. We wanted 
to discover the opinions of students regarding climate change and global warming, 
and thus we decided to host an anonymous vox pop amongst the students. 

Photo by Zack Cui and Areeb Aman

Activism raises our collective awareness

Through these anonymous opinions 
(many more which were not shown), 
we successfully understood that the 
students of Tempe High have a deep 
and sophisticated perception of 
climate change and the students 
themselves were passionate about the 
topic. We even asked teachers about 
their opinions on climate change. 

Mr Finch: ?Climate change is very bad 
because, on top of environmental 
damages, it will change the way we 
live because everything will become 
hotter and it will change how society 
will participate and change.?

We can ascertain from this Vox Pop 
that the Tempe High School 
community are both informed and 
passionate about climate change.

One student stated, ?I think climate change is a grave issue that is overlooked by the 
leaders of countries around the world who are sustaining their countries policies to 
sustain economic growth and sustenance which requires them to overlook the 
effects of climate change?. Another student responded with, ?Global warming is a 
catastrophic issue which is overlooked by the world leaders and humans 
themselves. We tend to overlook things that can impact climate change simply 
because of human nature which would pick convenience over saving the planet. If 
climate change is not dealt with soon, us younger generations will have to 

face the consequences in the coming future?
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The future of endangered species and the future of 
humanity 
The future of endangered species and the future of 
humanity 

We are hum anit y 's last  hope. Throughout  t h is ar t icle, we were able t o inform  readers about  
t he ef fect s of  global warm ing on a st at ist ical and cognit ive scale. However , we m ust  m ake 
one t h ing clear ; t he fut ure of  our  wor ld is in our  hands. We are hum anit y 's last  hope. We are 
ult im at ely t he generat ion who are forced t o change global warm ing in order  t o avoid drast ic 
consequences in t he fut ure. We m ust  com bat  and reduce t he ef fect s of  global warm ing or  
else t he fut ure generat ions w il l  suf fer  endlessly. If  we cont inue allow ing t he t em perat ures t o 
r ise, t he fut ure generat ions m ay not  be able t o exper ience m any dif ferent  anim al species 
such as polar  bears and koala bears. In fact , m any cit ies m ay even sink  underwat er  by t he 
year  2050 which is not  very far  away. Rem em ber  t h is, i f  we cannot  change now, we cannot  
change ever .     

WE ARE HUMANITY'S 
LAST HOPE

Will I be 
okay?

WE ARE HUMANITY'S 
LAST HOPE

What can we do to lessen the impacts?
1. Speak up!- Spread awareness about  t he im pact s of  global warm ing and t each t hem  how t hey 
can be change for  t he bet t er . 

2. Be energy ef f icient !- Invest  in renewable energy sources such as solar  panels and rain 
collect ors. Also save m ore energy by t urning l ight s of f  at  n ight  and using less elect r icit y in 
general.Buy LED light  bulbs t o use less energy.   

3. Reduce wat er  wast e- DO NOT WASTE WATER. Wat er  is a very very im por t ant  st ep t o reducing 
your  carbon foot pr int  as it  t akes an enorm ous am ount  of  energy t o t reat  dir t y wat er  such as 
shower  wat er . 

4. Plant  t rees- The m ore t rees (which aren't  dest royed) t he less carbon dioxide in t he air .

What can we do to lessen the impacts?

Digital illustrations: Areeb Aman
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The Lessons of COVID. 
T h e o d o r e  V l a h a n a s t a s i s  a n d  M u h i t  R a h m a n  

Could you imagine a world-wide
pandemic being caused simply by the

interaction of a human with a bat? 
 According to John Hopkins University,

there have been around 219 million
COVID-19 cases recorded within

countries ranging from the US to Peru,
with around 4.55 million deaths

resulting from it. To put this statistic
into scope, there are many more

millions of cases and deaths which were
unable to be  recorded due to poor

facilities and systems within places like
third-world countries.  

Within this article, my partner
Theo and I will be inquiring into

the impact of COVID-19 on
specifically the lifestyle of high

school students. We will be doing
this by exploring coronavirus’
impact on a local, national and

global scale through the discussion
of students’ study habits,

development of health conditions
and adaptation from in class to

online to learning.
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Peering into the Local Scale 
The Delta Strain breakout influenced and
forced many public and private schools
into online learning with Tempe High

School included. The students and faculty
at THS were required to adapt to the new

but familiar online environment which
persisted for a prolonged period of 13

weeks, significantly longer than the last
COVID-19 outbreak.

 
 The severity of the outbreak heavily
influenced the difficulty at which the
students were required to adapt and

subsist to online learning, as they were
limited to their desk for the majority of

the day. 
 

A randomly selected student from the 
 different year groups was interviewed

where they were  asked a specific question
—“How has the outbreak impacted you

academically as a student?” Areeb Aman, a
student from the senior classes of THS,
spoke about the difficulties faced when
transitioning from in class learning to

online learning;
 

 “The transition from in class learning to
online learning has impacted the way I
interact with my friends and my sleep

schedule has been sacrificed in order to
savour a satisfactory level of completed

work.
 

 However, my study habits have differed,
as I haven’t had to study as much due to
the information being distributed and

displayed online. It's not only myself being
distracted, but my friends as well; we tend

to get carried away when playing video
games at home for such long times, that
we forget we are even learning online. 

Photograph : Theodore Vlahanastasis

I have also kept in touch with my peers
through online communication apps

such as 'Discord, Instagram and
Snapchat.'  

 
These online platforms have allowed

me to not feel alone and lost during the
pandemic. The teachers and staff have

also been very supportive and
encouraging with their meaningful

paragraphs and comforting us when we
accumulate too much stress over

prolong periods of time. 
 

Overall, the COVID pandemic has
helped me in some situations but has
also challenged my to limits I did not

know were possible to reach. It has also
highlighted how much students rely on

socialising face to face rather than
speaking over the computer. "  
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The outbreak of COVID-19 throughout the entirety of Australian states has caused a
chain reaction among students that eventually triggered mental health conditions or

provoked existing ones. Within Australia specifically, the World Health Organisation has
uncovered that the factors triggering these health conditions include isolation, loss of

family income, bereavement and fear. According to the Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare, young people (mainly students) have experienced higher rates of psychological

distress, loneliness, educational disruption and domestic violence as a result of the
pandemic. 

 
All these facts and statistics suggest that Coronavirus has had a completely negative

impact upon the health of students all around Australia, with it causing several troubles
like domestic violence leading to the development or intensification of severe health

conditions. An example of one of these health conditions is insomnia. With COVID-19’s
contagious threat, schools all around Australia were forced to shut down and continue

education through remote and digital learning. 
 

Teachers are not able to physically interact with their students through digital learning,
with the closest alternative being zoom meetings incorporating the use of cameras. As a
result, they set either far too little or too much work for students to complete at home at
their own pace. If too little work is set, the students are able to quickly finish it and spend
the rest of their days in lockdown by following an unrestricted sleeping schedule. On the

other hand, if too much work is set, the students may begin to drown in the heavy
workload, being forced to stay up until late hours to keep their online grades afloat.

Regardless of whether the teachers set too much or too little work, the students end up
staying up till late hours which is a prime cause of the disorder insomnia. 

 
Essentially, insomnia is a sleeping disorder that has developed among many students in

Australia due to the introduction of a digital learning system which either tempts or
forces students to stay up late. Overall, COVID-19’s national impact upon Australian

students has mainly been the development or instigation of health conditions, with a
prime example being insomnia resulting from students staying up late for digital

learning.   
 
 
 

Photograph : Theodore Vlahanastasis

On a National Scale. 
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According to the Australian newspaper
‘The Educator’, the level of educational

disruption caused by COVID-19 is greater
than anything else in modern history,

including issues like armed conflict, social
unrest and natural disasters that have
been disruptive to schools for decades. 

 
Furthermore, UNESCO studies uncovered

that more than 90% of all learners were
affected by school closures caused by

COVID-19 at the peak of the disruption.
These statistics and opinions essentially
suggest that Coronavirus’ impact upon

educational systems in countries all
around the world will be a major step in

helping global leaders implement policies
and guidelines that are innovative and

effective in maintaining a sturdy
educational system. 

 
A range of examples that justify this point

can be taken from the landmark study
launched by the International Association

for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (IEA), UNESCO and

European Commission. 
 

Within this study, the various responses to
the crisis were detailed. For example, some
countries introduced homeschooling and

remote learning programs, whereas others
organised the delivery of paper-based

work or TV and radio channels to students.
As can be seen in the listed global

responses, a majority relied heavily on the
internet in some way for the interaction

between teachers and students. 
 

Due to this, countries all around the world
will be required to increase their

educational system’s involvement in
digital learning if they wish to keep these
systems functioning throughout possible
future worldwide phenomena such as the

recent Coronavirus outbreak. 

On a Global Scale. 
This view is shared by the IEA executive

director, Dr Dirk Hastedt who stated
that “While education systems are

generally slow to change and reforms
can take years, the COVID-19 pandemic

has created a massive pressure to
expand digital learning quickly”. 

 
Therefore, Coronavirus’ disruption to
educational systems around the world
has led to a rise in pressure for global
leaders to enforce new policies and

guidelines that can sustain through the
impacts of future international crises. 

 

Photograph : Theodore Vlahanastasis
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The impact of COVID-19 fluctuates from different inclusive perspectives of
Australian students and international students. The local scale grasped the attention
of Tempe High School students, where we interviewed one student from the junior

classes and one student of the senior classes to understand how individually a
student’s sleep schedule, study habits and mental health have been affected. The
interviews conducted showed similar responses, with both students having their

sleep schedule negatively affected, study habits forced to adapt to the new learning
process and mental health slightly declining or levelling out. The national scale

highlighted the chain reaction among students that eventually triggered mental
health conditions or provoked existing ones. 

 
COVID-19’s national impact upon Australian students has mainly been the

development or instigation of health conditions, with a prime example being
insomnia resulting from students staying up late for digital learning. As a result of

the epidemic, young people (mostly students) have faced greater rates of
psychological distress, loneliness, scholastic interruption, and domestic violence,
according to the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. All of these facts and

figures indicate that Coronvarius has had a profoundly bad influence on the health of
students across Australia, generating a slew of issues such as domestic violence,
which has resulted in the development or worsening of serious health diseases. 

 
The global scale underscores the level of educational disruption caused by COVID-19,

including issues like armed conflict, social unrest and natural disasters that have
been disruptive to schools for decades. UNESCO studies uncovered that more than
90% of all learners were affected by school closures caused by COVID-19 at the peak
of the disruption. As a result of Coronavirus' disruption of educational institutions

throughout the world, global leaders are under increasing pressure to enact new laws
and standards that can withstand the effects of future worldwide crises. The impact

of COVID-19 thus tailors to the perspective at which you look from, but for the
majority of the population, similar experiences are shared. For Theo and I, we

mutually believe that the global pandemic caused by COVID-19 has paved the way
for us, and many other students, to become less reliant on teachers and the resources

they provide us, allowing us to independently and efficiently explore the world of
knowledge that is offered to us for free on the internet. 

Photograph : Theodore Vlahanastasis
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UP, UP,
AND AWAY
MIMI VU

Rocket chasers set up cameras near the
entrance to Elon Musk's Starbase in the
morning sunlight on a road that leads to
Boca Chica beach in south-east Texas.

Elon Musk is the billionaire founder and
chief engineer of SpaceX, the company
that designed and manufactured this
spaceship. In short, the "Starship",
previously known as the BFR (Big Falcon
Rocket) or ITS (Interplanetary Transport
System) is a super-heavy lift rocket that
can transport large payloads to space. 

The Starship is the second stage of a two-
stage spacecraft designed to accomplish
this. This stage is the most essential
portion, with all the cargo and crew within,
but it's stacked atop the Super Heavy the
initial stage. These two stages were
recently stacked for the first time in
August, 2021. The Super Heavy (booster) is
required to get the Starship (spacecraft)
out of Earth's gravity with sufficient fuel
to reach its destination. 

Significance of the SpaceX Starship 

The Starship is special as it is fully
reusable and boast's the world's tallest
and most powerful rocket, which will
eventually put people and cargo on Mars.
The Starship was also extremely cheap
costing about $10-20 million depending on
the design with the goal of decreasing the
cost to under $10 million. In comparison,
$10 million is about the price of a small
business jet.

Curiosity, economic interest in resources,
and making mankind a multi-planetary
species are all reasons for colonising Mars.

However, there are certain drawbacks,
including as the extensive use of resources
for space tourism and resource
exploitation rather than concentrating on
Earth's many problems, such as climate
change and poverty.

It operates in the same way as any other
two-stage rocket until it reaches orbit, just
on a larger scale. Following that, things
start to become interesting.

To meet Musk's goals of extreme range
operation and minimum maintenance after
recovery, the Starship design depends on
two important technologies: orbital
refuelling and transpiration-based heat
shielding. 

How does the Starship Work?

Digital Illustration: Mimi Vu
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Both have yet to be demonstrated to be
feasible on that scale, but if they can find
out how to pull it off, they might have a
massive impact.

Fuelling
The preferred method for transferring fuel
from one vehicle to another is to simply
switch out the complete fuel tank. This is
because attempting to transfer liquids in
microgravity with a typical pump might
result in material collecting on the far side
of a tank and never reaching the actual
pump intake. Most of the time, swapping
an already full and pressurised tank for an
empty one is just a safer and more
effective choice, but it won't work with the
Starship's current configuration. To go into
orbit and then out to Mars, the spacecraft
will need a very enormous fuel tank, one
that is larger than any rocket now
developed can safely carry up to it. After
the Starship's orbital insertion, I think
they're anticipating that seven more tanker
missions will be necessary to replace the
Starship's tank.

While there have been a few ideas about
how to do this, none have been deemed
mature enough to try. Space X and NASA
just stated that they would launch a
cooperative development effort to make it
a reality, so perhaps we'll hear more about
it in the coming years.

Heat Shield
The second critical component of the
design is the heat shield, which must not
only protect the spacecraft when it
reenters the atmosphere, but also live
intact enough to do so again without much
more than a visual inspection between
launches. Musk is relying on a NASA idea
called transpirational cooling, which dates
back to the 1950s. Instead of a traditional
ablative heat shield, a series of ceramic
tiles packed with micro-pores is used to
cover the bottom of the craft. 

The fuel is then pumped through the pores,
creating a liquid barrier between the
spacecraft and the atmosphere that is
continually renewing. The heat created by
reentry is carried away by the fuel as it
boils off. It's the same technique that our
bodies use to keep us cool when we sweat.
Then, once the spacecraft has gotten
through the worst of it, the ship's rocket
engines will activate, allowing it to land
on its own.

Here's the catch. When a pore clogs, it
produces a weak spot in the liquid barrier,
allowing more heat to pass through to the
tile behind it. This might cause the tile to
expand or bend, obstructing additional
pores and possibly causing a hole to form.
And once that happens, your transpiration
heat shield becomes a conventional
ablative heat shield, lined with rocket fuel
and maybe not long enough for you to see
the ground.

Other Features
Musk has mentioned a number of other
features he'd want to include in the
design, such as the potential to land on
Mars using supersonic retropropulsion and
the ability to manufacture methane fuel on
the run, but the technology required to
make such features a reality is still a long
way off. Those are the two key questions
that need to be answered right now in
order for the Starship platform to achieve
its initial goal: transporting a large crew
on a lunar flyby.

In the end, I believe that sending a human
crew to Mars would be in our best interests.
At the very least, once. It would motivate a
whole generation to pursue professions in
space exploration and idustries, and a new
space race may emerge. Space creates a
plethora of new career prospects, and the
sooner the rest of the planet realises this,
the better off we'll be in the long run.
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Christmas
Themed Desserts

Tenzin Zomkyi Rhalo and Jessica Tran

As the year comes to an end, with Christmas around the corner.

Christmas trees, cheerful music, decorations, houses light up and ovens

warm with delicious Christmas goodies, we have put together a list of

some of the best Christmas desserts to find out which one is the best.

Gingerbread Caramel Milkshakes
These Gingerbread caramel milkshakes are

amazing. One thing I did like about it is

that you could easily change the recipe to

your liking, if you want it thicker you can

add more ice cream or if you want thinner,

add more milk. I would recommend adding

ice to it when you blend it because it

makes it cold. I also added caramel syrup

inside the actual milkshake instead of just

around the cup because I want it to have a

stronger caramel flavour.

Photo taken: Jessica Tran
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Christmas Tree Brownies
Brownies can sometimes be difficult to make, but this recipe calls for easy

preparation and a quick total baking time. The box cake (or your go-to

brownies recipe) instructions were easy to follow and the ingredients were

more simple and accessible. I used the brownie box-cake by the brand

'Greens' which I found at my local Woolworths. Now, when it came to

making the frosting it was a bit difficult as it took some time for me to

get the desired frosting texture and for future reference, I'd recommend

putting your butter out 2 hours before getting it at the right temperature.

Next was assembling the brownies. You first have to cut them into

triangles after they cool down and then you add the green frosting and the

candy cane (stem). This process was fun because it was all free-play and

all up to the person decorating. I would recommend this recipe for absolute

beginners because it builds this learning platform for future improvements

when using box cake as instructions and steps are more simple and

understandable.

Recipe - https://www.delish.com/holiday-

recipes/christmas/a37774998/christmas-tree-brownies-recipe/

Recipe - https://www.delish.com/cooking/recipe-

ideas/recipes/a45012/gingerbread-caramel-milkshake-recipe/

If you are not much of a baker this recipe is for you, it's so easy and quick

because all you have to do is just blend some ingredients together.
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Sugar Cookies
These cookies are a nice quick simple holiday dessert. Sugar cookies are a

very basic dessert, this recipe adds a little something extra to it by cutting

them into shapes and decorating them with icing which gives it a little bit

more Christmas spirit. What is so convenient about this recipe is that all

the ingredients are super basic, you probably already have them in your

pantry so there is no excuse not to make these! This recipe is also very

customisable, you can decide if you want your cookies softer or crispier by

changing the height of them or you could choose to ice or not ice them and

you can make them look however you want, it's really up to you. If you're

just getting into baking then this is the recipe for you, it's so easy and

quick so you don't need a lot of experience or time to make these.

Photos taken: Tenzin Rhalo
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Red Velvet Cakepops
Cake Pops are a delicious, petite dessert enjoyed around the world. For this

dessert, I used two recipes, one to make the red velvet cake Cakepop

(https://www.recipetineats.com/red-velvet-cake/) and the other to create

the Cakepops (https://foodal.com/recipes/desserts/christmas-cake-pops/).

I started off by making the cake which creates the sphere ball base for

the cake pop. The website listed above was extremely helpful as there are a

lot of detailed instructions, and tips and notes on the recipe and whole

progress. My cake turned out wonderful and I moved on to the process of

crumbling down and frosting. 

Recipe - https://www.recipetineats.com/christmas-cookies-vanilla-biscuits/

Photo taken: Jessica Tran

Icing the cookies were a bit

tedious because the recipe was

quite large so I would

recommend to half the recipe.

Another problem about this

icing was that it was very loose

and thin which made it hard to

work with. This recipe allows

you to get creative with the

icing so these don't necessarily

have to be Christmas themed

cookies.
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This process took a while since the edges and top part of my cake were

tough and therefore when crumbling it turned into little rough bits which

didn't cooperate well with the softer parts of the cake. Nonetheless, the

bases turned out great I started working on the white chocolate dip. I had

some trouble with this step because it was either the stick that kept on

falling out of the cake pop or the frosting hardened but overall I did

manage to pass onwards and create some nice frosted cake pop. Lastly for

the decoration, I put some green food colouring in the leftover dipping and

used it to create some zig zags and put some sprinkles for the finishing

touch. This recipe did take me a while and had some complicated

steps/instructions so I'd recommend it to mediocre bakers with some

previous experience. The cake pop turned out really sweet so I'd also

suggest when dipping the cake pop in to only do it once (so the layer of

white chocolate is thinner).

Recipe - https://foodal.com/recipes/desserts/christmas-cake-pops/

https://www.recipetineats.com/red-velvet-cake/
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We've had such an amazing experience baking these easy homemade

Christmas goods and through our dessert journey, we have found the

brownies to be our favourite and the absolute topper of this list. With

these Christmas recipes, we really do hope this inspires and motivates you

to get in the kitchen and bake because making all these desserts were such

a fun experience and most definitely rewarding too.

Photos taken/edited: Tenzin Rhalo
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THE
CAPTIVATING

CULTURAL CHAIN
OF FOOD 

 

A L I C I A  G A I N  A N D  J A N E T  L E E

Our knowledge of foods barely scratches the surface of all the possible food combinations and
diversity that different cultures hold. According to Google, “food” is defined as: any substance that
people or animals eat or drink in order to maintain life and growth. I’m sure we can all agree when I
say food isn’t just any mere ‘substance’, it is our pride and joy (especially when we indulge in our
favourites). The development of different foods holds historical and cultural significance. It is the
medium for cultures to emerge and the ability to connect through the unique and fulfilling flavours.
There are 3814 existing cultures on earth, meaning heaps of different foods are available to explore.
Some cultures have taken it upon themselves to appropriate and alter some iconic foods from certain
countries to make it their own. This trend has occurred in quite a few places and hopefully by the end
of this article, you will have learnt a few interesting things about foods and cultures that you may not
have heard of before!  

Curry
When we hear the word “curry”, our minds automatically
shift to Asia. It is quite common for people to immediately
think of Thailand and India because that dish is so well-
known and loved globally but what we don’t think of is the
difference of how each dish has been altered to make it
distinctive. Curry originated in India 4000 years ago and
ever since, its popularity has grown throughout the world
resulting in other countries taking the recipe and altering
certain aspects of the dish to make it their own. For
example, neighbouring countries of India like Myanmar
and Thailand have made their own classic dishes.Thisi
dish has also made its way up north to Japan and Korea
where they have also altered it. For the purpose of
differentiating the appropriated curries, I will only be using
two countries as examples: Japan and Thailand. The most
notable difference between these two is the consistency
and flavour. While Thai curries are watery, sweet and
spicy, Japanese curries are thicker and have a stew-like
consistency, almost like gravy. 46



A Korean style curry
                                                        Photo by: Janet

Thai curries typically incorporate coconut milk with
lots and lots of chilli mixed in together with the rice
while it is more common to find chopped vegetables
covered in curry sauce on the side rather than
mixed in with the rice in Japanese curries. The
curry in Japan originated from the Japanese Navy
which adopted British Navy curry at the time. British
Navy curry consisted of potato, carrot and beef all
mixed together in a thick Irish stew which explains
the similarity in consistency and ingredients. Not
much can be said about the origin of Japanese
curry (except for the fact that it was derived from
the British Navy) as information on the history is 

Sushi vs Kimbap
Sushi and Kimbap. You may think that these two dishes are the same but really, they are two

different things from two different countries, Japan and Korea. These two dishes have many aspects

in common, however are also totally different at the same time. Both dishes have rice wrapped in

dried seaweed with a variety of fil l ings added on to them, but the rice and fill ings are also all

different. In Japanese sushi, the rice is seasoned with vinegar and for the fill ings, the Japanese

mostly use raw fish, but in Korea, kimbap is mixed with sesame oil and filled with cooked or

preserved items like canned tuna, kimchi, grilled bulgogi or ham and cheese are used to stuff the

roll. Now to the debatable question, which originated first? There are quite a few theories about the

origin of kimbap. Some say that it was adapted from the original Japanese roll when Korea was

occupied by Japan during the 20th century. Another theory is that kimbap was a natural evolution of

eating rice wrapped in seaweed with side dishes, a practice stemming from the Joseon Era(1392-

1910). We can assume that the two countries interacted often because their geographical locations

are extremely close therefore making it easier for their cultures to mix. Regardless of their origin,

both cuisines have become a beloved meal and snack for everyone around the world. These two

cultures have created quite an influence around the world recently through Kpop and anime thus

contributing to spreading their food culture. Even here in Australia, more and more people are

becoming familiar with the cultures of these two countries and there are more restaurants and stores

available in our communities. 

Homemade Kimbap
Photo by: Janet

lacking, however we can come to the conclusion that both Japanese and Thai curries are extremely
different but delicious in their own ways. Both dishes are also adored by locals and are considered a
“classic” dish for any tourists wanting to try some of the exotic dishes both these countries have to
offer.

Homemade sushi
Photo by: Alicia
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Chicken schnitzel is a popular dish here in
Australia as it is a popular choice in
restaurants and pubs. The origin of the
schnitzel is not clearly defined but some say it
originates from Germany or Austria. The
schnitzel is a thin slice of meat usually made
of veal(calf meat). This dish was then altered
by the Jews who did not have access to veal
instead, substituting it with chicken. That is
how the ‘chicken’ schnitzel came to be. Now
there were also many other countries that 

had similar dishes to the chicken schnitzel such as France, Poland, Argentina, Columbia, and even
Egypt. The word ‘schnitzel’ refers in general to all types of breaded, fried flat piece of meat so
there are many countries with similar types of dishes. Many dishes are influenced by European
traders, travellers and missionaries. The original schnitzel is made of pounded veal meat coated
with a mixture of beaten eggs and breadcrumbs, often spiced with paprika or sesame seeds. The
meat is then deep fried or pan fried in oil. As people immigrated to different countries from Europe,
different meat was used according to the availability of different types of meat, for example the
Germans who immigrated to Texas incorporated beef instead of pork or veal. Considering the
different alterations made, Japan would probably be the most creative as they included fillings like
cheese and have many variations such as chicken, beef, ham and minced meat. The thickness of
their tonkatsu is also different as it is much thicker than the original schnitzel. The tonkatsu is
made similarly to the schnitzel however they are coated in flour and panko crumbs, which are
thicker than normal breadcrumbs, and are served as an accompaniment to ramen or udon
Through this one dish of schnitzel, many other versions have appeared as people of different
races engaged with each other and thus we can observe how different cultures have altered this
dish in their own unique ways to suit their taste buds.

Chicken Schnitzel

Japanese style Tonkatsu
Photo by: Janet

We have reached the end of this
historical, gastronomical rollercoaster. 
 We hope that you can better
understand the origin of culturally
appropriated dishes and how they came
to be. The differences in taste and
texture range from big to small, but they
all have one thing in common: the
exquisite taste that is conjured up in our
mouths of course!
We hope you learned something and
had as much fun reading as we did
writing. Until next time, eat ‘til you tilt
and don’t feel guilt.
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   HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!  
from the 

Tempe Times crew

Photographed by
Jessica Tran
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